
RPMS Portfolio
An RPMS Portfolio is a document for administering, tracking, and assessing performance to pinpoint

organizational and personnel management needs to enable continual work growth and personal growth. It

serves as a means of ensuring that every member of staff, both teaching, and non-teaching, focuses their

working performance on upholding all of the departmental regulations.

RPMS Portfolio Definition & Meaning

The RPMS portfolio is a systemic assessment for managing, monitoring, and measuring performance as

well as identifying organizational and human resource development requirements to support ongoing job

improvement and personal development.

The RPMS, often known as the Results-Based Performance Management System, strives to make sure

that all staff members, both teaching and non-teaching, concentrate their work efforts on attaining the

department’s vision, purpose, values, and strategic priorities.



What Is an RPMS Portfolio?

The RPMS portfolio demonstrates a comprehensive assessment for managing, overseeing, and

evaluating performance. This kind of document also recognizes organizational and human resource

development goals to enable continuous work improvement and personal growth. A list of means of

verification (MOVs) that can show a teacher has met objectives is provided in the RPMS portfolio.

10 Types of RPMS Portfolio

RPMS Digital Portfolio Template

An RPMS portfolio that displays both a teacher’s assessment and their teaching performance is the

RPMS Digital Portfolio Template. It is designed to rate, monitor, and evaluate teachers. It is also a means

to evaluate teachers’ performance and track their professional development.

https://www.template.net/editable/114799/rpms-digital-portfolio-template




Modern RPMS Portfolio Template

You may now quickly download and modify an RPMS portfolio document using the Modern RPMS

Portfolio Template. This template displays the Results-Based Performance Management System portfolio

cover page for Tsar Corporation’s employees. It is created with cutting-edge vectors and eye-catching

designs.

https://www.template.net/editable/114952/modern-rpms-portfolio-template
https://www.template.net/editable/114952/modern-rpms-portfolio-template




Simple RPMS Portfolio Template

A Simple RPMS Portfolio Template is an evaluation document for both teaching and non-teaching

individuals. This template displays the RPMS document’s front cover of Star Academy for their grade

school teachers. Many RPMS templates can also be downloaded and altered in MS Word from the

internet.

https://www.template.net/editable/114950/simple-rpms-portfolio-template




Table of Contents RPMS Portfolio Template

The customizable Table of Contents RPMS Portfolio Template makes it simple to create the contents for

your RPMS document. Although you can adhere to the pattern of the RPMS template of your choice, it

does not aim to stifle a teacher’s originality. Furthermore, you can check the RPMS Manual for additional

potential supporting means of verification (MOVs) that you could include.

https://www.template.net/editable/114949/table-of-contents-rpms-portfolio-template




Sample RPMS Portfolio Template

The RPMS document from Light University with the label “College Professors RPMS” is featured in the

Sample RPMS Portfolio Template. The vector graphics on the template is quite creative. This template is

available for download as a Microsoft Word document, or you can edit it using our exclusive Editor tool.

https://www.template.net/editable/114948/sample-rpms-portfolio-template




RPMS Portfolio Design Template

The RPMS Portfolio Design Template shows the Results-Based Performance Management System

(RPMS) portfolio cover page for Ress Valley School. The template has simple but cute graphics that do

not take away from the formal purpose of the document. It is used to evaluate the teacher’s performance

and professional development.

https://www.template.net/editable/114951/rpms-portfolio-design-template




School RPMS Portfolio Template

The School RPMS Portfolio Template is a document used in schools to evaluate both teaching and

non-teaching staff members. This template shows the front cover of the RPMS document for the teachers

at Eclaire School. Several RPMS templates are available online for download and modification in MS

Word.

https://www.template.net/editable/114795/school-rpms-portfolio-template




Teacher RPMS Portfolio Template

You can easily create your RPMS portfolio with the Teacher RPMS Portfolio Template. In preparing your

portfolio assessment, you can demonstrate your creativity and originality as a teacher. The template from

Starlight Academy is labeled “Teacher RPMS Portfolio” and has an attractive flowery background.

https://www.template.net/editable/114798/teacher-rpms-portfolio-template




High School RPMS Portfolio Template

The designs and graphics of a High School RPMS Portfolio Template provide a feel of nature. This

template features the Results-Based Performance Management System (RPMS) Portfolio cover page for

Green Valley High School teachers. It is intended to evaluate, track, and assess teachers. It also serves

as a tool for evaluating teachers’ professional growth and performance.

https://www.template.net/editable/114796/high-school-rpms-portfolio-template




RPMS Portfolio Uses, Purpose, Importance

Individuals devote their full attention to their goals, as defined by the RPMS portfolio at the start of the

year. To submit your portfolio for a mid-year review and a year-end evaluation, you must be prepared to

organize it. An RPMS portfolio serves a variety of functions and is significant for both educational and

non-educational personnel.

Teacher Evaluation

The main purpose or usage of a Results-Based Performance Management System (RPMS) portfolio is for

teacher evaluation. It is a yearly assessment of teachers for their individual records. This type of

document manages, monitors, and measures the performance of school teachers.

Improving Teaching Quality

An excellent purpose of an RPMS (Results-Based Performance Management System) portfolio is to

enhance the quality of teaching. Maintain an easy-to-read and uncomplicated portfolio. Keep in mind that

a clear and structured portfolio makes it easier for people to evaluate your documents.

Learning Process Development

The learning process can be developed with the assistance of teachers. Raising student achievement

requires having effective teachers. Therefore, among the many educational reform initiatives aimed at

ensuring quality education, improving teacher quality and the learning process come first. It is a very

crucial use of an RPMS portfolio.

Fulfillment of Objectives

The RPMS (Results-Based Performance Management System) portfolio offers a list of means of

verification (MOVs) that can demonstrate a teacher’s fulfillment of objectives. These have been carefully

chosen to demonstrate that goals have been attained. Teachers compile, choose, arrange, and comment

on MOVs to aid evaluators in grading their work.



Teaching and Performance Growth

The teaching and performance growth of teachers or individuals are assessed using the Results-Based

Performance Management System (RPMS) portfolio. It exemplifies a thorough assessment for regulating,

monitoring, and rating performance. To support ongoing professional advancement and personal

development, this type of document also acknowledges organizational and human resource development

goals.

What’s in an RPMS Portfolio? Parts?

Cover Page

The cover page of an RPMS portfolio is the front page of your document. It contains the title, your name,

the name of the evaluator, the address and phone number of the school or organization, as well as the

name of the school or organization.

Table of Contents

The table of contents section of the RPMS portfolio shows all the content lists or pages that may be found

in the document. The RPMS template that you downloaded from the internet allows you to follow its

format, but it does not seek to suppress a user’s uniqueness.

Key Result Area (KRA)

The Key Result Areas (KRAs) section, also known as general achievement and progress goals for a

company or one of its divisions, is a condensed set of overarching objectives that serve as guidelines for

how a person performs their work. KRAs aid in defining the objectives of a position, a department, or an

organization as well as the ideal outputs and outcomes of everyday labor.

Objective Lists

The objective lists of the RPMS portfolio are categorized into different areas, including classroom

observation rating sheets, personal notes, test results, and minutes of the meeting, among others. This

part is in a numerical arrangement.



Understanding RPMS Tools Page

The Understanding RPMS Tools page of the RPMS portfolio acts as a guide to give you knowledge on

how to use the RPMS tools. These tools include the objectives, Means of Verification (MOVs), as well as

performance indicators.

List of Means of Verification Page

The Means of Verifications (MOVs) page consists of the following: a classroom observation tool (COT)

rating sheet and/or inter-observer agreement form, lesson plans/modified daily lesson logs (DLLs),

teaching materials, formative and summative evaluation tools, compilations of student outputs, certificates

of attendance to professional development activities like graduate studies, seminars, forums, and/or

learning action cells, and proof of the completion of cooperative activities with parents, colleagues, and

other students. You can also refer to the RPMS Manual for other possible supporting MOVs.





How to Design an RPMS Portfolio

1. Select an RPMS Portfolio Size.

2. Identify the purpose of the RPMS Portfolio.

3. Choose an editable RPMS Portfolio Template.

4. Change the background and layout of the RPMS Portfolio template.

5. Insert additional graphics and finalize.

6. Save your tailored design.

https://www.template.net/graphic-design/rpms-portfolio-sizes/
https://www.template.net/editable/rpms-portfolio




RPMS Portfolio vs. Architecture

An RPMS portfolio contains a list of means of verification (MOVs) that can be used to demonstrate that a

teacher has met goals.

Architecture is generally understood to be the process of organizing, creating, and constructing buildings

or other structures.

What’s the Difference Between an RPMS Portfolio,
Illustration, and Coloring Pages?

An RPMS portfolio is a type of document that acknowledges both organizational and personnel

development objectives to support professional and career progression.

An illustration is a hand-drawn or computer-generated work of art that shows objects, people, locations,

landscapes, food, scenery, and animals for purposes of presentation, emotional expression, setting the

scene for literary works, and decoration.

A coloring page is a piece of paper or sheet that has line art on it and is intended to be colored using

crayons, colored pencils, markers, paint, or other art supplies.

RPMS Portfolio Sizes

A person’s requirements and application areas will determine the optimal size for an RPMS portfolio. US

letter, legal, and A4 are the most popular and widely used RPMS portfolio sizes, and they can be utilized

for both educational and non-educational purposes.

● US Letter Size – 8.5 x 11 inches (216 x 279 mm)
● US Legal Size – 8.5 x 14 inches (216 x 356 mm)
● A4 Size – 8.3 by 11.7 inches (21.0 by 29.7 cm)

https://www.template.net/graphic-design/illustrations/
https://www.template.net/graphic-design/coloring-pages/
https://www.template.net/graphic-design/rpms-portfolio-sizes/


RPMS Portfolio Ideas & Examples

There are numerous guides and versions for an RPMS portfolio. In addition to that, multiple and

purposeful RPMS portfolio ideas and examples are available online and are ready for editing.

● RPMS Portfolio Ideas and Examples



FAQs

What is included in the RPMS Portfolio?

The RPMS portfolio includes a cover page, table of contents, Key Results Area (KRA), Objectives,

Understanding RPMS Tools page, and a list of Means of Verification (MOV) page.

How does RPMS Portfolio help teachers improve teaching?

The RPMS portfolio enables instructors to adapt to the new global frameworks, and if the necessary skills

and competencies are not attained, they will get numerous professional development interventions.

What is the significance of the RPMS Portfolio in education?

The advancement of the teaching and learning process is the relevance of the RPMS portfolio in

education.

What are the phases of RPMS?

The four phases of RPMS are performance planning and commitment, performance monitoring and

coaching, performance rewarding and development planning, and performance review and evaluation.

What are portfolio holdings?

Portfolio holdings or companies include any business, partnership, real estate, or other commercial entity

or asset in which an alternative investment vehicle has at any time held either an interest in the securities

of, a real estate interest in, or has acted as a lender to the entity, or asset.

What is the relationship of PPST to RPMS?

The Department of Education (DepEd) has stressed the importance of the Results-Based Performance

Management System (RPMS), which is in line with the Philippine Professional Standards for Teachers

(PPST), to guarantee that the country receives a basic education that is of high quality, is attainable, and

is uplifting.



What does a portfolio lender do?

A portfolio lender is a lender that provides consumers with mortgages.

What are RPMS in the new normal?

The impact of RPMS on the new normal alters the demand for teaching and learning, switches to distance

learning delivery modalities, develops learning materials for distance learning, and necessitates retraining

and upskilling of teachers in the new modes of instruction.

What makes a good investment portfolio?

A good investment portfolio puts your priorities first to develop a special blend of investments, which is

called a strategic asset allocation.

Why do we need RPMS?

At various stages of a teacher’s career, the RPMS tools are assessment tools used to ensure high-caliber

performance.

What does “RPMS E-Portfolio” mean?

The electronic portfolio, or e-Portfolio, is a digital portfolio, which is a collection of user-generated and

modified electronic evidence that may contain links, electronic files, photos, mixed media, and embedded

text.

What does PPTS do?

With four career stages, seven domains, 37 strands, and 37 indicators for each career stage, the PPTS

(Philippine Professional Standards for Teachers) is a public declaration of professional accountability that

establishes clear expectations for teachers and offers a framework of uniform measures to evaluate

teacher performance.


